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Gluing Cohen -Macaulay modules with applications to
quasihomogeneous complète intersections with isolated singularities

JURGEN HERZOG* AND ALEX MaRTSINKOVSKY

Introduction

This paper deals with the problem of charactenzing quasihomogeneous isolated
singularities The history begms in 1971 with the beautiful resuit of Saito [22] an
isolated complex hypersurface singulanty with defining équation / is quasihomogeneous

(î e after a change of coordinates / can be made mto a quasihomogeneous
polynomial) if and only if/ey(/), wherey(/) is the idéal generated by the partial
denvatives of/(this idéal is also called the jacobian idéal of/)

In the subseqeunt years this resuit was extended to other fields and significantly
generahzed in papers by Scheja and Wiebe, see [24], [25] and [26] Among other
powerful results they showed that a complète intersection (R, m, k) with isolated

singulanty is quasihomogeneous if and only if there exists a A:-dérivation ô of R which
induces an isomorphism on the Zanski tangent space m/m2 If dim R 2, then the

assumption that R is a complète intersection can be discarded and the requirement
on the dérivation ô can be weakened ît suffices that ô induces a nonnilpotent transformation

of m/m2 A concise account of tbeir work can be found in Platte&apos;s paper [21]
In 1985, Wahl [29] charactenzed quasihomogeneous Gorenstein surface

singularities in terms of certain invariants associated with the resolution of singularities
There the aforementioned cntenon of Scheja and Wiebe was used

In 1984, Kunz and Waldi [15] charactenzed quasihomogeneous reduced Gorenstein

algebroid curves over an algebraically closed field k of charactenstic 0 by the

condition that the cokernel R/J of the canomcal homomorphism from the (umver-
sally finite) module of Kahler differentials to the module of regular differentials of
R/k is Gorenstein If R is a complète intersection then J is the Kahler différent of
R/k, î e the idéal generated by the maximal minors of the jacobian matnx

In 1987 the second author noticed in his thesis [16] the relevance of maximal

Cohen-Macaulay modules for the problem ofquasihomogeneity He conjectured that

* Supportée in part by DFG
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a two-dimensional complète normal analytic algebra R is quasihomogeneous if and

only if the module Dk(R)** of Zariski differentials is isomorphic to the Cohen-
Macaulay approximation of the maximal idéal of R. This conjecture was proved for
certain cases in [ 17] and by Behnke in [ 5]. In [ 18] a similar conjecture was formulated
for higher dimensions, and the easier implication was proved for hypersurfaces.

In this paper we further explore the properties of quasihomogeneous isolated

singularities via module-theoretic techniques. Our main tool is what we call the

gluing construction for Cohen-Macaulay modules which produces minimal
Cohen-Macaulay approximations (and, if the ring is Gorenstein, hulls of finite
injective dimension) for (nonmaximal) Cohen-Macaulay modules and their syzygy
modules. As we recently learned, the gluing construction is a particular case of the

so-called complète resolution of a module introduced by Buchweitz in his unpub-
lished preprint [8]. The latter is constructed within the framework of complexes
rather than modules. We should remark however that if the module under considération

is Cohen-Macaulay then, as the gluing construction shows, the approximations

of the module and its syzygy modules can be obtained in a simple and direct

way (i.e., without the pushout opérations necessary in the gênerai case, see [3]).

Using the gluing construction for the residue field k of a complète intersection
R with isolated singularity we prove in Section 3 that, if R is quasihomogeneous,
then some sufficiently high syzygy modules of k and the transpose Tr Dk(R) of the

module of Kâhler differentials coincide. This leads us to the following question: Let
R be a complète Cohen-Macaulay analytic algebra over an algebraically closed

field k of characteristic 0. Is it true that R is quasihomogeneous if and only if some

sufficiently high syzygy modules of A: and Tr Dk(R) are isomorphic?
We also show in Section 3 that the truncated symmetric (R/J) -algebra

G =(®f=0Sl(T]))l(Sr(T])) is Gorenstein, where / is the Kâhler différent of R/k,
Tl ^ Tr Dk(R) is the space of infinitésimal déformations of the quasihomogeneous
complète intersection R with isolated singularity, and r dim R. In the hypersur-
face case this follows from Zariski&apos;s resuit on dérivations of isolated singularities,
Kunz&apos; resuit stating that almost complète intersections are never Gorenstein, and

the aforementioned resuit of Saito (see [17]).
We also give a new proof of the just mentioned resuit of Kunz based on the

simplest form of the gluing construction and the nontrivial resuit of Eisenbud about
the behaviour of the Eisenbud operators of a complète intersection.

1. The gluing construction for Cohen-Macaulay modules

We begin by recalling some basic facts about Cohen-Macaulay approximations
and the dual construction of hulls of finite injective dimension. For a detailed
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account see [3]. Let (R, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with canonical module

œR, and let TV be a finitely generated R-module. A short exact séquence
0—? YN -? XN -? N -+0 is called a Cohen-Macaulay approximation of N if XN is a

maximal Cohen-Macaulay module and YN is a module of finite injective dimension.

(Sometimes, by abuse of language, XN is also called a Cohen-Macaulay
approximation of N.) It is called minimal if XN and 7^ do not hâve a common
(under/) direct co^-summand. Minimal approximations always exist and are, in
the obvious sensé, uniquely defined.

Dually, a short exact séquence 0-» N-&gt; YN-* XN-+Q is called a hull of finite
injective dimension for N if XN is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module and YN is a

module of finite injective dimension. It is called minimal if YN and A^ hâve no
common (under g) direct œR -summands. Minimal hulls always exist and are again
uniquely defined.

In this section we shall describe a construct which yields minimal Cohen-
Macaulay approximations for a (non-maximal) Cohen-Macaulay module and its

syzygy modules.

From now on the ring R will be assumed to be local Cohen-Macaulay with
maximal idéal m and canonical module œR.

Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay i?-module of codepth n. The local dual
Ext&quot; (M, coR) of M will be denoted M v. Let F. be a minimal free resolution of M,
and G. a minimal free resolution of Mv. We define a complex L# by setting

L^G:^ and dî=(dï+x-y.
Since Ext&apos; (Mv, coR) vanishes for / # n and is isomorphic to M for / n, one

has Hl(Lé)=0 for z/0 and HO(LJ ^ M. Thus the complexes F. and L. are

quasi-isomorphic. Let a. : F -+L. be a quasi-isomorphism, and let C. Con (a.) be

its mapping cône. We obtain an exact séquence of complexes

0 &gt;L, &gt;C. &gt;F\-\] ,0.

Since a. is a quasi-isomorphism, this séquence implies that C# is exact.

Truncating the exact séquence of complexes and observing that Coker dFt

Ql~ &apos;(M), one obtains for ail / &gt; 0 exact séquences

0 Coker dî+ x
&gt; Coker df+ x

&gt;Ql~ \M) &gt; 0. (1)

Hère we set Q\M) M.
Similarly one attaches to a, a complex Z. Cyl (a#), called the cylinder of a. (see

[6], §2 no. 6) and an exact séquence of complexes

0 &gt;F &gt;Z ?C. ?O,
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which yields for ail / &gt; 0 exact séquences

0 &gt; G1 - \M) &gt; Coker df &gt; Coker df &gt; 0. (2)

PROPOSITION 1.1. For i &gt; 0, (1) is a minimal Cohen-Macaulay approximation

of Gll(M), and if R is Gorenstein, (2) a hull of finite injective dimension for
Gl~\M).

Proof. Since C. is exact, ail its syzygy modules are maximal Cohen-Macaulay
modules, and so is Coker df+ ^. Next observe that for ail / &gt; 0 we hâve an exact

séquence

0 Ln &gt; ¦ • • Ll+ &gt; Lt Cokerrffv 0.

Since each L, is a finite direct sum of copies of œR, and since œR has finite injective
dimension, we conclude that Coker d^+ ^

has finite injective dimension. This proves
that (1) is a Cohen-Macaulay approximation of Ql~ \M).

Suppose the approximation is not minimal, then Coker rff-+ ^ N ®œR, and we
obtain a commutative diagram

L, &gt; Coker d[+

p \. n

where n is the projection onto the second summand and where p is an epimorphism.
Since L^œ&quot;^ and since End (coR) R, p can be described by a column vector

(#j,. any, aj g R. Since p is surjective we hâve R Z Rar Dualizing into œR we
obtain the exact séquence

which is isomorphic to

0 —

where Ker d^_t Nv ®R, and where R is mapped to a generator of Gn_, since

S GjR R.

If / &lt; n, this contradicts the minimality of the resolution G.. For / n, the exact

séquence (1) is

0 &gt; C?ov &gt; Coker dï+ &gt;Qn~\M) &gt; 0,
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and as we assume it is not minimal there is a common co^-summand of Gq and
Coker d%+ x which we may cancel. Thus we obtain an exact séquence

0 xo&quot;*-1 &gt;X &gt;Qn~\M) &gt;0,

where n0 is the rank of Go, that is, the minimal number of generators of M v. Again
dualizing with respect to œR gives the exact séquence

X- &gt; /ro- i Ext1 (Qn- &apos;(M), œr) &gt; Ext1 (X, œR).

This is a contradiction since Ext1 (X, œR) 0 and Ext1 (Qn~ *(M), œR) Mv.
The statement concerning the cylinder of a. and the hull is proved similarly.

Hère however we hâve to require that R be Gorenstein since otherwise Coker rff
will not be of finite injective dimension.

2. First applications of the gluing construction

In this section we draw a few quite straightforward conséquences from the
existence of the gluing construction for Cohen-Macaulay modules. The reader who
is only interested in applications to quasihomogeneous complète intersections may
skip this section.

Let (R, m, k) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring with canonical module œR, and
let M be an /^-module. Recall that àl(M), as defined by Auslander, is the rank of
the largest free direct summand in the minimal Cohen-Macaulay approximation of
the j&apos;-th syzygy module Q\M). As was remarked in the lecture notes of Auslander
[2], ô°(M) 0 if and only if M is a homomorphic image of a maximal Cohen-
Macaulay module without free summands. Correspondingly, we let yl(M) be the

rank of the largest œR -summand in the minimal Cohen-Macaulay approximation
of Q&apos;(M).

Clearly, if R is Gorenstein then ôl{M) =yl(M) for ail i. Moreover we hâve

ôl(M) yl{M) 0 for / &gt; codepth M. Indeed, for thèse / the syzygy module Ql{M)
is Cohen-Macaulay, so that è 1{M) is simply the number of i?-summands and y&apos;(M)

the number of œR-summands of Ql(M). The conclusion follows since Ql(M) may
hâve R- or œR -summands only for / codepth M. Thus, the alternating sums

A(M)= £(-l)&apos;&lt;5&apos;(M) and £
/ &gt; 0 / ^ 0

are well-defîned. The importance of the invariants ô&apos;(M) and A(M) hâve been
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shown in papers by Martsinkovsky [18], Ding [9] and Auslander-Ding-Solberg
[4]. In particular, A(M) turned out to be an obstruction for weak lifting of modules
defined over Gorenstein rings. If one wants to extend thèse results to non-Goren-
stein rings, the invariant F{M) cornes into play.

PROPOSITION 2.1. If M is a Cohen-Macaulay module of codepth n, then

àl(M)=yn&quot;l{Mw). In particular, if R is Gorenstein, then ôl(M) ôn~&apos;(Mv).

Proof Let a. be a gluing map for M. Then (a.)v is a gluing map for M v. But,
as is easily seen, Con (a#)v is identical, up to the sign of the differential, to

Con(a.v)[— n] and the desired resuit follows from 1.1.

The following simple example illustrâtes this resuit: let M be the Cohen-
Macaulay module of codepth 1 defined by the short exact séquence

0 œR R -% M 0

This séquence is both the beginning of a minimal projective resolution and a

minimal Cohen-Macaulay approximation of M. Thus &lt;5°(M) 1, ôl(M)=0,
y°(M) 0, y1 (M) 1. Dualizing this séquence into œR and using the fact that
Ann M Ann Mv we conclude that Mv îéM. Thus S°(M) y\Mv)
y\M) 1 and Ô\M) y°(Mv) y°(M) 0, as was expected.

COROLLARY 2.2. Let M be a Cohen-Macaulay R-module of codepth n. Then

(a) J(M)=(-l)wr(Mv);
(b) IfR is Gorenstein, then A(M) - \)nA(M v). In particular, ifM is self-dual

and n is odd, we hâve that A(M) 0. In any case, A(M) vanishes if and only
does.

For a Gorenstein ring R the numbers ôl(M) can be directly read off the gluing

map:

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that R is Gorenstein and let a. be a gluing map for the

R-module M. Then ôl(M) rank^/m (a, ® R/m) for ail i ^ 0.

Proof The assertion follows from the fact that Con (a.) is an exact complex of
free modules and the fact that unit entries in the differential of Con (a#) may only
corne from a. itself.

In the case of a hypersurface ring the ôl are completely determined by the Betti
numbers of M and M v.
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let Rbe a hypersurface ring, M a Cohen-Macaulay module

of codepth n, a, the Betti numbers of M, bt the Betti numbers of Mv, and set

ôl ôl(M)for i=0, 1,.... Then a, + bn_,_ x - ôl - ôl+1 an +, and

for ail i 0, n.

Proof. Since R is a hypersurface ring, the Betti numbers of M and M v stabilize
at the (n + l)-th step: an+ an + 2

&apos; &apos; &apos; and 6W+ i 6w + 2
* • • ; see [10]. If a. is a

gluing map for M then Con (a.) can be written as follows

tn tn _ j &apos;« 2

R^ + _^_^ Ran &gt;R«n-lQRbo &gt; Ra»

-^-&gt; Ra° ® Rh&quot; -i -^-+ Rb&quot;

By 2.3, rank (t,®R/m) rank (&lt;xf ©/*/m) 5&apos;(Af). &quot;Peeling off&quot; the non-minimal
part of this infinité exact complex we must obtain a periodic complex ail of whose
Betti numbers are equal to an+]. In particular, an+l bn + x, and

for / — 1, 0, 1,. n where we set a_x b_x ô~] 0. The assertions fol-
low. D

REMARKS 2.5. (a) Since ôl(M) &gt; 0 for ail /, we hâve, in view of the 2.4, that

0,+*„-,-i ^an+] for ail /.

(b) Due to the fact that Con (a.), after cancellation of its nonminimal part, is

periodic of period 2, we obtain the following isomorphisms

\Q&quot;+l(M)v if n is even.

(c) Suppose M is self dual and n is even. Summing up the équations in 2.4 and

taking into account that at b, for ail i and rank Q&quot;+l(M) — an~ an_x + • • •, we
hâve that

(n + \
i

i
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As a last application we reprove and slightly generalize a resuit of Kunz [14].
The essential tool is a theorem of Eisenbud [10] concerning the nature of free

resolutions over complète intersections. Our gluing construction cornes into play
only in the subséquent corollary, and actually could be avoided, but nevertheless let

us do this proof.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be a complète intersection, that is, R £ S/I where S

is a regular local ring and I is gênerated by a regular séquence x x1, xm.
Suppose further that M is an R-module with periodic minimal free R-resolution

- • • &gt; R&quot;
—^-&gt; Rn -^ Rn -^ R&quot; &gt; M &gt; 0.

Let a be an n x n matrix with coefficients in S which, modulo /, gives a. Then

fi(I&quot;, det a) ^ fi(In)&gt; (Hère, n(J) dénotes the minimal number ofgénérâtors of an idéal

j.)

Proof Let a and fi be liftings of a and P to S. Since aj? 0 it follows that

where the xt are certain n x n matrices with coefficients in S. Eisenbud&apos;s theorem

[10, Theorem 3.1] tells us that at least one xn say tl9 is invertible, provided a and
P represent high enough sysygies of M (which is satisfied in our case since the
resolution is periodic). Modulo x2,...,xm9 the above matrix équation yields
det S det fi det (xjTj) x&quot; det xx. Now our assertion follows easily from the fact
that det xx is a unit and x&quot; a minimal generator of /&quot;.

COROLLARY 2.7 (Kunz). An almost complète intersection is not Gorenstein.

Proof Let R be an almost complète intersection. Then R is Cohen-Macaulay,
and can be written as R S/I where S is a regular local ring and / is minimally
generated by m + 1 codim R + 1 éléments xu ,xm+l. By standard gênerai

position arguments (if necessary extend the residue class field), we may assume that

Xj,. xm form a regular séquence. Let R dénote the complète intersection

Rj(xx, ,xm). Then R is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay .R-module, and, if we
assume that R is a Gorenstein ring, i? is a self-dual i?-module. Hence if we dualize
the ^-résolution •• -+R^&gt;R-+R-&gt;0, a =xm + l mod (jc, xm), then we get
the exact séquence 0-&gt;R-*R-^R-&gt;- • -. Thus our gluing construction gives the

exact séquence
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It is now clear that the infinité complex must be periodic. But then, 2.6 implies that
li{xx,. xm +

&lt; fi(x}, xm), a contradiction.

3. The gluing construction for the residue field of a complète intersection

Suppose (R, m, k) is a local Gorenstein ring of dimension r. Let • • • -&gt; Tx -*
T0-+k-+Q be a minimal free R -resolution of k. Since R is Gorenstein, we hâve

Thus the dual complex 0 -» TJ -* T\* -? • • • -? Tf -&gt; • • • has homology only at 77
(namely Hr(T*) ^ A:), and there exists gluing map v. : T -? r*[ — r]. Hère we dénote

by M* the i?-dual of an R -module M. (Note that for ail maximal Cohen-
Macaulay R -modules, M* ^Mv since R is Gorenstein.)

In this section we will explicitly describe a spécifie gluing map for k in case R is

a complète intersection: so let R ^ S/(hl9 hm) where S is a regular local ring
whose maximal idéal is minimally generated by jc, jcw, and where hx,.. hm is

a regular séquence.
There is a gênerai procédure to construct a minimal free resolution (with

algebra structure) of the residue class field. One starts with the Koszul complex
A^#(x; R) which, in case R is regular, provides already a resolution. Otherwise the
first homology of the Koszul complex does not vanish, and one adjoints variables
in degree 2 in order to kill the homology in degree 1. The new complex has

non-vanishing homology at worst in degree 2. If so, one adjoins variables in degree
3, etc. This process leads to the co-called Tate resolution; see [27] for détails. In his

paper [27], Tate also shows that this process of adjoining variables terminâtes

already in the second step if R is a complète intersection. As a conséquence, the
Tate resolution of the residue class field of a complète intersection may be viewed

as the total complex of a certain double complex. We shall now describe this

complex in a way which is appropriate for our purposes.
The maps in this complex are homotheties and their duals: let A be an arbitrary

commutative ring, E a free A -module with basis ex,...,en and zl9...,zn a

séquence of éléments of A. We set z Z&quot;=o ztet; then z may be viewed as degree 1

élément in the (graded) exterior algebra /\&apos;E. Multiplication \iz by z makes this

algebra into a complex

since z a z 0. Upon dualizing the above complex and using the natural isomor-
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phisms (/y E)* ^ /\l E* we obtain the complex

2 dz i dz oA**A^*A^°
with dz fi*, and this is exactly the Koszul complex on the séquence z,,. zn.

We return to our situation, and let F be a free i?-module with basis/,,... ,/m
and G a free i£ -module with basis g,,.. gn. The symmetric algebra of F will be

denoted by StF. Notice that S9F is just a polynomial ring in m indeterminates over
R, and we may view G®5/a free module over S,F. Since /\ commutes with ring
extensions, we hâve the natural isomorphism

f\H®S.F^f\(H®S.F) (1)

for any R -module H.
Now we write A, yLnl==xhlJxl for y 1,. m with certain htJ e S, and defîne the

éléments x 1P1= 3c,g, ® 1 g G ®50F and y L?= (g* (x)!^ Kjj) e G*®SXF,
where overbar dénotes the canonical surjection S^R. We also introduce the

i?-linear map cp : F*-&gt;G* with

for y 1,. m.

Then, in view of (1) (with H G or H G*) and the above considérations, we
obtain complexes

and

A cgs

where, in the explicit form,

Ôy(gll A &apos; &quot; &apos; A g/f) X - JrV*^/, A • &apos; &apos; A g/J A • &apos; • A g7|.

Thèse complexes fît together to build the rows and columns of a double complex
C., since the following diagrams anti-commute
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Now the Tate resolution T% of k is just the total complex of the double complex
T =C* with

Following [7, pp. 17-18] we can now define a gluing map v# : Tt-^T*[—r].
First we choose orientations (i.e. isomorphisms) y:/\mF*-+R of F* and
à : /\&quot;G*-^R of G*, and define v, : A&apos; G*-&gt;(/\r-&apos; G*)*

(vl(u))(v)=sô(uAVA((/\-cp)(z)))

for ail ue /\lG*, v e /\r~l G*, where z y~l(\), and e 1 when i 0, 3 mod4
and e — 1 when / 1, 2 mod 4. The factor e is only introduced to make the cône
of v# a double complex.

The map v, gives rise to the homomorphism

/\G®S0F\ ç*/\G* &gt;l/\G*) =A(
We now extend this map by 0 outside of (f\l G ®S0F)* to the whole of Tt and call
it, without the danger of confusion, again v,. Thus we hâve the family of maps

The following diagram illustrâtes the situation for r 2 (Henceforth the symbol
A&apos; ® Sj stands for f\G® SjF) :

0
&apos;

•

î^ u- u î
1

g.
I

v
&apos;

e
&apos;

~*AÎS°~
0
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THEOREM 3.1. The just defined map

v. :Tm &gt;T*[~-r]

is a gluing map for k.

Proof First we show that v# is a chain map. Since the compositions of v. with
both d* and &lt;9V are zéro (see [7], page 17), we only hâve to show that the following
diagram

/y-iG*:i^(//y-+iG*)*

/ \ ^ / \ &apos;

anti-commutes for ail / 1,. r. To this end we choose arbitrary u e f\l G* and

v g Ar~&apos;+1 G*- Then Vi-iO&apos;ÎOOX1&apos;) =e^î(M) a v a ((/\m (p)(z))). On the other
hand, [m**(v/(m))](d) [v,(w) o jj,*](v) v,(M)(/i*(i;)) eô(u a fi*(v) a ((f\m cp)(z))).

Since S is an isomorphism, we therefore must show that fi*(u) ada ((A™ &lt;/))(z))

To do this we note that u a v a ((f\m (p(z))) belongs to A&quot;+
&apos;

G*&gt; an&lt;^ hence is

zéro. Therefore, since fi* is a dérivation, it suffices to show that fi*((f\m ç)(z)) 0.

The élément z is a scalar multiple offf a • • • a/*. We now hâve that

A • • • A

and, since &lt;p(ff) £?= i ^gf, the just computed élément equals

n

m /
Z (-1)*- &apos; Z £,*,• A • • • A

A •&apos; • A Y,

But

\ / \ /\ /
Next we want to show that vo(l) générâtes the homology of the complex

T?[ — r] (concentrated in degree 0). This means that vo(l) should not be in the

image of the differential of T*[ — r], which, in turn, means that vo(l) is not in the

image of the map \ix : (A&apos;~x G*)* -+(/\r G*)*. Thus it suffices to show that vo(l)
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générâtes the homology of the co-Koszul complex K&apos;(x; R) ((/\* G*)*, fix)
(/\* G, fix). Consider the corresponding Koszul complex AT.(x, R). Its homology
//.(x; i?) is the exterior algebra of H^x; R) since R is a complète intersection; see

[1] and [27]. The homology classes [z7] of the cycles zJ9 where z, Z&quot;= /^g,, 7

1,. m, form a fc-basis of H{(x; R), and therefore Hm(x; R) ^ fcflzj a • • •

a [zm]) k[z], where

z z,A---Azm= X det^Mi &gt;lmgfl a--- Ag,m= X
1 &lt;&gt; ix &lt; &lt; im &lt;, n /&lt;= {1, ,«}

|/|«m

In the last expression, for / {/,,. im}, \ &lt;ix&lt;- • - &lt;im&lt; n, we set G7

^n A &apos; &apos; * AStm and

Now we consider the isomorphism of complexes

a. : #(x; tf) /^&quot;(x; R)

which is defined as follows: for each / 0,...,«, the isomorphism a, : /\&apos; G -&gt;

Hom(/\&apos;|-IG, /\WG) sends ae/\lGto the map 6 h-*( - 1)&apos;û a 6, where be /\n~lG.
The map a. gives rise to an isomorphism /? : Hm(x; R) £ //r(x; /?). Thus /?([z])

générâtes //r(x; i?). Computing this generator explicitly we hâve j?([z])

[Z/c_ {1 „} — l)ff(/) det ^4/g*/]? where C/ dénotes the complément of / in {1,...,«}
\l\ m

and g(I) is given by the équation gf a gc/ -1)*7^ a • • • a gn. A straightfor-
ward computation for v. shows that vo(l) P([z]), This finishes the proof of the

theorem.

4. Quasihomogeneous complète intersection wîth isolated singularity

In this section we shall produce a minimal resolution for the module of
dérivations of a quasihomogeneous complète intersection with isolated singularity.
More precisely, we let S k[Xl9..., Xn\ where k is a field of characteristic zéro,
and assign the variables Xt positive degrees: deg Xt an a, e N, i 1,...,«. Also
let A,,..., hm, where m &lt;n, be homogeneous polynomials (with respect to the

grading) of degree bt &gt;0, i 1,.. ,m, respectively, and assume the ht form a

regular séquence. We then call R S/(hu ,hm) =k{xu ,xnj a quasihomo-
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geneous complète intersection. We will further assume that R has an isolated

singularity, i.e., Rp is regular for ail prime ideals différent from the maximal idéal

m (*!,..., xn) of R. We set r dim R. Note that r =n —m.
By the Euler formula, we hâve that

for j 1,. m. Because the characteristic of k equals 0, the ideals (/*,,. hm)

and (bxhx,..., bmhm) are the same. Hence the éléments b,hn i 1,. m, can be

viewed as defining équations for R and therefore, as the Euler formula shows, we

may take x Z&quot;= alxlgl ® 1 and y Z&quot;= (g? ® Z7m= (dhjdx,)/,) in the construction

of the Tate resolution of the residue class field (see Section 3). Hère we dénote
the image of dhJ/ôXl in R by dhj/dxt. It is clear that the cokernel of the map
cp* : G -+F, (p*(gt) XfL i (dhj/dx^fj, as defined in Section 3, is just the transpose
of the (universally fini te) module Dk(R) of Kâhler differentials. Since we assume

that R is a complète intersection, the latter module is isomorphic to the module of
infinitésimal déformations Tl ^ Ext^ (Dk(R), R).

We now form the cône Con (v.) of v# : Tm -&gt; T*[ — r] as defined in Section 3. Note
that, since Con (v.) has the structure of a double complex, there are two natural
filtrations defined on Con (v#). We consider one of them - the horizontal filtration
in regard to the diagram preceding 3.1. Thus we let Ll be the subcomplex of
Con (v#) containing the modules f\s ® St with s + t &gt; i, and the modules (/\A ® St)*
with s + t &lt;r — i. We then hâve the chain of subcomplexes

• • • &lt;= L2 &lt;= Lx c= Lo ci L_ ,C&apos;&quot;C Con (v.)

whose successive quotients Lt jLt + x are isomorphic to the rows of the underlying
double complex of Con (v#).

For ail / g Z we consider the quotient complexes Kt Con (v#)/L,. As Con (v.)
is self-dual, it is easily seen that for ail /, up to a shift, the complex Lt and the

dualized complex (£,_,_,)* are isomorphic, a fact that will be used later.
The complex Kt begins with

if / &gt; 0, and with

\* v0
0

A®«S0) —&gt;/\&lt;8)S0—&gt;0

/
if i 0. In the first case, Coker dy is isomorphic to the i-th symmetric power St(Tl)
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of Tl which, as we remarked already, is isomorphic to the cokernel of
ç : g* __&gt; f* sy : /y g) s0 -? /\° ® 5i .In the second case, Coker v0 ^ i?/J where /
is the Kâhler différent, i.e. the idéal of m x w-minors of the Jacobian matrix
(dhj/dx,). As r1 is annihilated by / we may view Tl an R//-module, and therefore
set S0(Tl) R/J.

THEOREM 4.1. For ail i 0,. r, the complexes Kt are acyclic. In particular,
for those i the complex Kt is a minimal free resolution of St(Tx).

Proof The filtration {L,} on Con (v.) induces a filtration F} on Kt with Fj
Lj n ^, and the following properties:

(i) Fj =0 for 7 &lt;/.

(ii) Fj/FJ+]^ Lj/LJ+, is a row in the double complex Con (v#).

(iii) For ail / and j large enough, the module of /-chains Pt of Kt is a submodule

oïFr
Since i? is an isolated singularity the map &lt;p in the construction of Con (v.) is

split surjective on the punctured spectrum of R, and this implies that ail rows of
Con (v#) are exact on the punctured spectrum of R. That this is the case for the

rows containing the maps v; follows from [7, Proposition 2.7], and for the other
rows this is immédiate since thèse are the homogeneous parts of a Koszul complex
or its dual. It now follows that ail rows hâve finite length homology, and thus (ii)
and (iii) imply that this is true for the homology of Kt as well.

To simplify notation we dénote the complex Kt by (P., a#). Consider the

beginning of K,

0—&gt;B—+Pr_, &gt; &gt;P0 ,0. (1)

where B Im ar_ Since, for the i in the specifîed range, Kt coincides with Con (vj
from Pr on, it follows that the homology of the complex

&gt;Pr+l-^Pr—,B &gt;0

may be nonzero only at Pr. Since Coker ar is an infinité syzygy module of Con (v.)
this Cokernel is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module. It is clear that we hâve the

following short exact séquence

0 &gt; Hr(PJ Coker ar &gt; B 0.

As we remarked already, Hr(P.) has finite length, and therefore, as a submodule of
a maximal Cohen-Macaulay module of positive dimension, is zéro. We now
conclude that B is maximal Cohen-Macaulay.
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To finish the proof it suffices to show that (1) is acyclic. But ail modules in this

complex are maximal Cohen-Macaulay and its homology is of finite length. Thus
the acyclicity follows from [20].

As a first application of the theorem we generalize one direction of a resuit in
[16].

COROLLARY 4.2. For ail i and j we hâve that &amp;(St(Tx)) 0.

Proof. AU the modules Sj(Tl) as well as their syzygy modules are homomorphic
images of certain syzygy modules of Con(v#), which are ail maximal Cohen-
Macaulay modules without free summands. According to the comment at the

beginning of Section 2, this proves the assertion.

COROLLARY 4.3. Kx tnmcated at degree 2 is a minimal free resolution of the

module Dk(R)* of dérivations of R over k. In particular, the module of dérivations is

minimally generated by the (rl\) éléments in the image ofvr^u the so-called trivial
dérivations, and one extra gênerator, the Euler dérivation.

Proof We write down the beginning of the complex Kx :

r-ï \* 0 if/ l °
—&gt;f\®s0—&gt;/\®s0—&gt;o.

The complex Kx is a minimal free resolution of Tl. Therefore, 12^1 résolves the

second syzygy module Im \j/ of Tx which is just Dk(R)*. The image of \j/ restricted

to the first summand of (A&apos;~
* ® So)*© A°® ^0 gives the trivial dérivations, the

restriction to the second summand the Euler dérivation.

REMARK 4.4. The fact that the trivial dérivations and the Euler dérivation

generate Dk(R)* has been observed by Kunz and Waldi [15] in dimension one, even
when R is a quasihomogeneous Gorenstein ring, and by Kersken [13] in ail
dimensions. Corollary 4.3 shows that those are minimal generators.

DEFINITION 4.5. We call two modules M an N syzygetically équivalent if
there exist natural numbers i and j such that Ql{M) s QJ(N).

Thus we can paraphrase Corollary 4.3 by saying that if R is a quashihomoge-
neous complète intersection with isolated singularity over a field k of characteristic

0, then the residue field of R is syzygetically équivalent to Tl. We see that the

integers i 2r — 3 and j r given in Corollary 4.3 are the smallest possible with
respect to the property in Définition 4.5. This does not however mean that for some
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particular rings they cannot be improved; for example, if R is a hypersurface of odd
dimension &gt;3 then, as was shown in [18, Prop 2.2], Qr(k) ^Qr(Tl). In particular,
Conjecture 2.1 from [18] that gave a smaller number / for the residue field is not
true. But taking now 4.5 into account we can reintroduce that conjecture in the

following modified form:
Let R be a complète local analytic algebra of dimension ^ 1 with an isolated

singularity over a field k of characteristic zéro. Is it true that R is quasihomoge-
neous if and only if the residue field k of R is syzygetically équivalent to the

transpose Tr Dk{R) of the module of Kâhler differentials of R over kl
Note that Tx ^ Tr Dk(R) only when R is a complète intersection. The results

known so far indicate however that if R is not a complète intersection, Tl should
be replaced by Tr Dk{R). See the papers [19] and [11] for the state of this problem
in dimension 2.

By the définition of the complexes Kt and Ln we hâve an exact séquence

0 &gt;Lt &gt; Con(v.) &gt;K, ?O. (1)

But, as we mentioned already, Lt =(Kr_ !_,)*, so that for ail / the long exact

séquence derived from (1) gives us the isomorphisms

Notice that

#_,((*,_,_,)*) S Ext&apos; (H0(Kr_ _,), R) tfo(tfr- i -,)v.

Combining thèse observations with 4.1 we get

COROLLARY 4.6. (S,(T1))v ^Sr_x_ATl)for ail i 0,. ,r-l.
Note that 4.6 in particular implies that Sr_ \(Tl) is the canonical module of R/J

where /, as before, is the Kàhler différent (also called the jacobian idéal of R).

If r 2 and i 1 we deduce from 4.6 that Tx £ (R/J)v, and when r 3 and

i 2 we hâve that Tl is self-dual. Thus 4.6 may be viewed as an extension, although
in the more restrictive case of complète intersections, to higher dimensions and

arbitrary fields of characteristic zéro of the results of J. Wahl [28, Th. 2.2, Th. 2.3].

If r 1, i.e., i? is a complète intersection curve, we hâve that (R/J) v R/J, which

means that R/Jisa Gorenstein ring. Thus we recover (the easier part) of a theorem

of Kunz and Waldi [15]. They actually prove that R is quasihomogeneous if and

only if R/J is Gorenstein.
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Quasihomogeneity in higher dimensions is also reflected by the Gorenstein

property of a certain algebra. Indeed, the next statement follows immediately from
4.6.

COROLLARY 4.7. The truncate symmetric algebra G {®fL0SXTx))/
(Sr(T1)) is Gorenstein.

Note that this statement once again contains the aforementioned resuit of Kunz
and Waldi (when r 1), and when R is a hypersurface ring the algebra G is simply
(R/J)[t]/(tr) where / is the Kâhler différent. It is clear that in this case, G is

Gorenstein if and only if R/J is Gorenstein. On the other hand, the second author
noticed in his paper [18] that Saito&apos;s theorem [22] can be rephrased by saying that
an isolated hypersurface singularity R is quasihomogeneous if and only if R/J is

Gorenstein. Thus in view of thèse results there is some évidence that for an isolated

complète intersection R the algebra G is Gorenstein if and only if R is quasihomogeneous.

We close this paper with a few observations concerning the module structure of
the symmetric powers of Tx.

COROLLARY 4.8. Let J be the Kâhler différent of R. Thenfor i 0,. r - 1

the symmetric powers St(Tl) are faithful R/J-modules of type {mt-&apos;\~7l) if r &gt; l,

Proof By 4.6, the (r — l)-th symmetric power Sr_ X{TX) of Tl is the canonical
module of R/J, and hence is a faithful R //-module. Then, clearly ail the lower

powers St(Tl), i 0,. r — 1, are faithful i?//-modules as well.
Next observe that the type of a module M is the minimal number of generators

of its dual M v. Thus the formula for the type follows for r &gt; 1 from 4.6, and for
r 1 notice that H0(K0) v ^ H0(K_l); see the arguments preceding 4.6. Since K_x
ends with (/\2®S0)* we obtain the desired resuit.

Let / c S dénote the idéal of maximal minors of the matrix Y (dhj/dXt). Note
that the extension idéal IR of / in R equals the Kâhler différent, and hence, since

we assume that R is an isolated singularity, has height r. It follows that the idéal /
in S has height at least r — n —m. On the other hand, the generic height of this
determinantal idéal is at most n — m + 1. So that we hâve

n —m + \ &gt; height I &gt; n —m.

We are grateful to Ulrich who told us the following argument showing that the

upper bound is always attained: we let X be the column vector (a{Xl9..., anXn)&apos;.
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Then, because of the Euler équations, Ix(YX) =(/*,,...,/!„), and thus, since R is an
isolated singularity, height (IX(YX), Im(Y)) =n. (Hère we dénote as usual by I{(C)
the idéal of ail /-minors of a matrix C)

Let T be the column vector (Tu Tn)&apos; in the new variables Tn and set

/ (IX(YT), Im(Y)). Then height J &gt; n, and hence dim B &lt; n where B S[T]/J.
Set A =S/Im(Y); then B may be interpreted as the symmetric algebra of the
A -module M which is defined as the cokernel of the homomorphism A m -? A n given
by the matrix Y (modulo Im(Y)). Assume the height of Im(Y) is n — m. Then there
exists a minimal prime idéal p of A with dim^/p m. By the Huneke-Rossi
dimension formula [12] for symmetric algebras we hâve

n dim B &gt; dim A/p + fi(Mp) =m + /i(Mp).

But n(Mp) &gt; n —m since Im{Y) a p.

By différent arguments, communicated to us by Kunz and Waldi, this resuit can
be shown even when the h, are not quasihomogeneous.

PROPOSITION 4.9. The symmetric powers St(Tl), i 0,. r - 1, ail hâve the

same length.

Proof. Let us dénote by C, the row of the double complex Con(v.) with last

non-zero term f\° ® S, on the right. Then we get the exact séquence of complexes
()-? C; -&gt;Kt -» Kt_ -?0. Since both complexes, K^ x and Kn are acyclic the corre-
sponding long exact homology séquence yields for / 1,.. r — 1 the isomorphisms

H0(Ct)*SATl) and Hx{Çt) s S,_ ,(r!). (1)

There are complexes Dt of free S-modules with Dt®R Cn and thèse complexes
are acyclic since height I n— m + 1; see [7, Theorem 2.16]. It follows that

HJ(Cl)^Torf(H0(DllS)^HJ(hx,...,hm;H0(Dl)), the Koszul homology of
H0(D{) with respect to the séquence hl9 hm. The last isomorphism is valid since

the ht form a regular 5-sequence. Now we use the fact, due to Serre [23, Chapitre
IV], that the Euler characteristic of the Koszul homology is non-negative. In our
case this implies that f(Hx{Çt)) &gt; ^{H^C,)) for ail i. Therefore it follows from (1)
that

On the other hand, if(Sr_x(T1)) &lt;f(S0(T1)) since the module is the canonical
module of R/J S0(Tl). Thus ail lengths under considération must be the

same.
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